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26, 2011 Wolverine and Original Film Print #2 - A damn fine illustration When I first saw the teaser for the 3D/2D hybrid Wolverine when I got my copy of the recent Logan: The Wolverine, I was sure
there was a mistake. Why was this man standing in front of a black backdrop? Who was this? I slowly realized that this was not a mistake and that the superhero I know and love had been given a

facelift. We know the comic book version of Wolverine, with his superhuman regenerative abilities, his uncanny senses that can pinpoint a sound or scent, and his ability to kill in a heartbeat. When I
looked at this poster, he had something new. His right hand now has a blade, and his face has a brutal expression. He stands erect, ready for battle, and stands alone, just like he should. The color
scheme is also perfect for this adaptation. We all knew that the production team would look to the comics for inspiration and the green colors of the villain in the logo is a perfect match for the the
greens in the physical colors of the poster. Here's my favorite part of this image, his left eye is totally different than in the comics. The new poster has him watching the battle from a hidden perch
with only his right eye visible. This poster was made right before the 3D flop of the latest Twilight film came out and is another example of a Disney poster made to look like a film is coming out. 6

comments: I love the new look of Wolverine. The original one just didn't do it for me. You nailed the eye in the'mirror' poster. I've been following Jimmie Lee over on the comic db where he's
reworking/redesigning the original X-Men series. Cool that you saw it as a trailer for the movie rather than a real trailer. Have a great day. Chasing a 400 read is gonna be tough, especially because
I'm in the middle of editing an episode of a podcast. I'll be picking this up at my LCS on Wednesday and will place it on my bonfire's list for future-proofing. I think they were selling these for around
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